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About GambleAware 

 

As an independent charity, GambleAware has an extremely robust system of governance processes in place 
and is accountable to the Charity Commission. Members of our independent Board of trustees are leaders 
within the NHS and public health sector and have no connection to the gambling industry. We work closely 
with DCMS, DHSC, OHID, the Gambling Commission and the Advisory Board for Safer Gambling (ABSG), who 
all recognise our integrity and independence. 

In April 2021 GambleAware published a new five-year strategy which defined the charity’s vision of a 

society where people are safe from gambling harms. This vision is based on a whole-system approach, 

which acknowledges the many other organisations, networks and individuals, including those who have 

lived experience of gambling harms, that already play a key role across the system, or have the potential to 

do so in the future.  

As an independent charity, we are regulated by the Charity Commission for England and Wales, and the 
Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR). Our charitable objectives are: 

a) The advancement of education aimed at preventing gambling harms for the benefit of the public in 
Great Britain, in particular young people and those who are most vulnerable, by carrying out 
research, by providing advice and information, by raising awareness, and by making grants; and, 
 

b) Working to keep people in Great Britain safe from gambling harms through the application of a 
public health model based on three levels of prevention: primary – universal promotion of a safer 
environment; secondary – selective intervention for those who may be ‘at risk’; and, tertiary – 
direct support for those directly or indirectly affected by gambling disorder, by carrying out 
research, by providing advice and information, by raising awareness, and by making grants for the 
provision of effective treatment, interventions and support. 

 
GambleAware has a vision to see a society where everyone is safe from gambling harms. To help achieve 
this, we are steered by a clear set of values which guide our behaviour and shape everything we do. 
GambleAware and its staff are committed to: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

GambleAware is the leading charity working to keep people safe from gambling harms. As a 
commissioner we deliver prevention and treatment services for gambling harms in Great Britain.  

Every year we lead major public health campaigns and fund access to free, confidential treatment for 
nearly 12,000 people and over 41,000 calls to the National Gambling Helpline. Anyone experiencing 
harm can visit BeGambleAware.org or call the helpline 0808 8020 133.  

We work in close collaboration with the NHS, clinicians, local and national government, gambling 
treatment providers, as well as other services like mental health, substance misuse and criminal justice, 
to ensure that the whole system works together to help people suffering from gambling harms.  

Independence: We act with independence in commissioning projects which are in the interest of 

preventing and treating gambling harms.  

Integrity: We act fairly and with integrity.  

Equality: We strive to achieve equality of access and outcomes for people experiencing gambling 

harms.   

Being evidence-based: We are conscientious in ensuring our work is evidence-based and in the 

absence of evidence, we will apply the precautionary principle to fulfil our charitable purpose.   
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Life at GambleAware 

Employee benefits 

 
We are committed to offering our employees a range of benefits to support their wellbeing. We regularly 

review and update our benefits and the list below summarises those currently on offer.   

 

Annual flu vaccinations Flexible working 

Annual leave (25 days plus public holidays and 
Christmas closure) 

Highstreet staff discounts 

Annual staff feedback survey Investment in staff development 

Cycle scheme Mindfulness app 

Death in service  Pension 

Employee assistance programme   Private healthcare 

Eye-test and DSE assessment  Season ticket loan 

 

Equal opportunities 

 
GambleAware is committed to Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – with an EDI group at the core of the 
charity that is committed to driving real change throughout the organisation. Our aim is to ensure that our 
staff, partners, stakeholders and those we commission – at all levels – are committed to driving change for 
a more equitable society promoting zero tolerance towards inequality, exclusion, racism and all forms of 
discriminations through the organisation and our partners.  
 
GambleAware will be conducting an annual staff survey to allow for an open, honest and confidential way 
for staff to feedback and share their observations of the charity and make suggestions for improved ways of 
working going forward. 

 

Career development 
 
At GambleAware, we pride ourselves on offering a work environment that encourage professional growth. 
We have a competency framework in place that sets out the skills, knowledge and behaviours that lead to 
successful performance. The framework is used as a basis for determining what employees need to achieve 
and how they can work to achieve this.  
 
The framework is designed to empower staff to take control of their career and we deliver on this by 
offering regular internal and skills-based training opportunities for all employees, at any level. There are 
also opportunities for coaching across the team and with junior colleagues and we also provide an internal 
mentoring framework for all staff. 
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Job description 
Role title: Finance Business Partner  

Accountable to: Head of Finance    

Location: A mix of home and office working (min 40% in the office) (Central London) 

Salary  £42,000-£45,000 

Role Purpose  

This is a key role in the leadership team and the post-holder will have accountability for accurately recording the 
charity’s financial transactions; preparing and presenting financial reports for colleagues, committee and Board 
meetings; preparing management accounts and preparing statutory year-end accounts and working with the 
auditors. It is an autonomous and hands-on role which requires self-reliance, good communication and diligence.  

GambleAware is a growing charity with a critically important public health agenda. This is a new role with the 
opportunity for the right candidate to influence the charity’s growth and help define the working of the financial 
function. 

 

Key accountabilities: 
Budget monitoring & Management reporting  

• Support programmes across the organisation to monitor their budgets and forecasts in a self-sufficient way 

• Ensure budget holders have the tools they require to monitor their expenditure by preparing templates, 
training sessions on Access, etc. and responding to business need. 

• Provide up to date support to budget holders and the PMO team ensuring that financial decisions are 
captured and recorded in the system and are adhered to. 

• Production of management accounts by activity and project and investigation of variances and the 
implications.  

• Identify development needs of partner organisations and plan and execute support with the head of 
finance.  

• Ensure that business information is shared between teams, for example, commissioning, PMO, Contracts, 
Finance, etc.  

Financial Analysis 

• Work closely with the head of finance and the directors and budget holders in Commissioning on 
benchmarking and ensuring the value creation.  

• Set up a system and procedure for quarterly collation of programme expenditure submitted by partner 
organisations.  

Financial Due Diligence  

• Provide the support required in the Commissioning activities in carrying out and embedding the due 
diligence of GA’s commissioning including financial viability.  

• Provide insight and support in identification of risk and ensuring the mitigation of the risks is in place.  

• Be a “critical friend” to GA programmes, offering them support and advice on best finance practice, 
proactively contributing to new projects and initiatives to embed strong financial due diligence processes. 
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Continuous improvement  

• Look to constantly improve business processes that affect our financial reporting and monitoring, looking 
out for new ways of working.  

• Analyse the quarterly expenditure reports from partners and advise the Head of Finance on performance of 
partners against the agreed budgets.  

• Keep up with best practice and ensure own professional development 

Finance onboarding & Finance Operations  

• Set up and maintain budget holder information in our finance systems 

• Ensure induction for budget holders who join the Commissioning & Behaviour Change Education is done.  

• Work closely with the contracts team and prepare and update the cash flow forecast.  

• Process financial information from invoices, expense claims, payments, journals, etc.  

Key responsibilities:  

1. Ensure financial standards are adhered to. 

2. Work closely with Commissioning and PMO functions and teams to ensure effective project financial 
management, financial due diligence, and adequate control. 

3. Accountable for delivering monthly project and activity reports and take part in the preparation of the 
quarterly updates to the Board. 

4. Regularly report key financial information to support stakeholders in making key strategic decisions. 

5. Quickly establish strong working relationships with a variety of stakeholders based on trust and confidence, 
work well within teams, and have the skills to engage, influence and negotiate with colleagues. 

6. Provide financial reports to colleagues, senior management and trustees, to provide pertinent information 
about the charity’s performance against budgets and strategic plans, including regular management 
accounts. 

7. Collaboratively work with colleagues and teams and participate in development and enhancement of 
financial systems and ways of working, to drive efficiencies and improvements. 

8. Demonstrate a commitment to diversity, inclusivity and equal opportunity in working with colleagues and 
stakeholders with a wide range of perspectives and experiences. 

9. Responsible for leading, planning, co-ordinating and managing all aspects of finance on a day-to-day basis, 
supporting the organisation in meeting key strategic business aims and goals. 

10. Ensure financial business cases are defined and developed. 

11. Ensure the integrity of budgeting and forecasting, focusing on the internal consistency, its coherence with 
strategic planning and its interfaces. 

12. Required to support the Head of Finance with the production of Board, Committee and Leadership Team 
papers and reporting tools.  

13. Promote and develop the culture of a learning organisation committed to high quality of care and continuous 
improvement. 

14. Undertake any other tasks as reasonably directed by your line manager.   

15. Adhere to GambleAware policies and procedures.  

16. Be a good team worker, demonstrating loyalty and commitment to the organisation and team members. 
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Critical competencies: 

The competency framework sets out how we want people in GambleAware to work. 

The competencies are intended to be discrete and cumulative, with each level building on the levels below.  The 

six competencies below are identified as critical to this role. 

Brilliant Basics • Take a wide view, successfully achieving common goals with organisations that have 
different priorities.  

• Work collaboratively with end users or delivery partners to manage, monitor and 
deliver against service level agreements.  

• Drive a performance culture within own area and support and encourage a focus on 
performance and priorities. 

Difference Makers • Inspire colleagues and delivery partners to engage fully with the long-term vision and purpose, 
supporting them to make sense of change.  

• Encourage contributions and involvement from a broad and diverse range of staff by being visible 
and accessible. 

Game Changers • Bring together views and perspectives of stakeholders to gain a wider picture of the landscape 
surrounding activities and policies. 

 

This job description does not form part of the contract of employment and may be subject to change. 
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Person Specification 
 Essential Desirable 

Knowledge & 

experience 
• 3 years post qualification experience  

• Experience of proactively building and managing 
professional relationships at all levels 

• Provide insight on complex financial information in 
a simple way and proactive manner 

• Experience of preparing financial information (e.g., 
management accounts) 

• Proven record of preparing financial information for 
non-finance colleagues 

• Experience of reviewing commercial contracts 

• Good understanding of procurement processes 

 

Skills & abilities • Excellent analytical skills 

• Excellent attention to detail 

• Ability to operate under time pressure and to work 
flexibly and responsively and to prioritise self and 
team workload to meet team deadlines 

• Intermediate or above Excel user 

• Excellent communication skills; both written and 
oral 

• Customer-focused, innovative, and flexible 

• Ability to manage expectations. 

• Ability to work in a pressured environment and 
work to deadlines. 

• Excellent communication skills, with the ability to 
communicate effectively with a variety of audiences 
in a variety of ways. 

• Strong delivery focus, with the ability to drive 
progress forward and a concern for results and 
achieving goals. 

 

 

Qualifications • Qualified from or Part Qualified accountant   

General • Committed to continuous professional 
development. 

• Commitment to GambleAware’s mission and 
values. 

• A clear understanding of, and commitment to, 
equal opportunities and diversity, and a 
commitment to promote high standards of conduct, 
integrity and probity.  

• Eligible to work in the UK 

• Keeping up to date with 
Charity Commission 
guidance.   

• Must be prepared to 
travel and attend 
meetings and training as 
required, which may 
involve occasional 
overnight stays. 
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How to Apply 
Key Dates 

Closing date for applications is 9am on Wednesday 
30th November 2022.  

We reserve the right to close this vacancy early if we 
receive sufficient applications for the role. 
Therefore, if you are interested, please submit your 
application as early as possible 

Successful candidates will be invited to attend a 
panel interview in December.  
 

How to apply 

To apply, please submit a comprehensive CV along 
with a covering letter (up to two pages) to 
recruit@gambleaware.org.  

Your cover letter should set out your interest in the 
role and how you meet the essential requirements 
in relation to the accountabilities and 
responsibilities for the role.   
 

Equal opportunities  

All candidates are also requested to complete an 
online Equal Opportunities Monitoring Form which 
will be found at the end of the application process. 
This should be submitted to 
recruit@gambleaware.org.  

This will assist GambleAware in monitoring selection 
decisions to assess whether equality of opportunity 
is being achieved. Any information collated from the 
Equal Opportunities Monitoring Forms will not be 
used as part of the selection process and will be 
treated as strictly confidential. 

GambleAware is an equal opportunity employer and 
is committed to ensuring equal opportunities, 
fairness of treatment, dignity, work-life balance and 

the elimination of all forms of discrimination in the 
workplace for all staff and job applicants.  

 

We are committed to ensuring everyone can access 
our website and application process. This includes 
people with sight loss, hearing, mobility and 
cognitive impairments. Should you require access to 
these documents in alternative formats, please 
contact recruit@gambleaware.org.  
 

Personal data 

In line with GDPR, we ask that you do NOT send us 
any information that can identify children or any of 
your sensitive personal data (racial or ethnic origin, 
political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, 
trade union membership, data concerning health or 
sex life and sexual orientation, genetic and/or 
biometric data) in your CV and application 
documentation. Following this notice, any inclusion 
of your sensitive personal data in your 
CV/application documentation will be understood 
by us as your express consent to process this 
information going forward. Please also remember to 
not mention anyone’s information or details (e.g. 
referees) who have not previously agreed to their 
inclusion.  
 

Contact details 

For a conversation in confidence, please contact 
recruit@gambleaware.org and we will come back to 
you.  
Also, if you have any comments and/or suggestions 
about improving access to our application processes 
please do not hesitate to contact us at  
recruit@gambleaware.org.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:recruit@gambleaware.org
https://www.begambleaware.org/sites/default/files/2021-05/Equal_Opportunities_Monitoring_Form_Recruitment_.docx
mailto:recruit@gambleaware.org
mailto:recruit@gambleaware.org
mailto:recruit@gambleaware.org
mailto:recruit@gambleaware.org
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About GambleAware: 

GambleAware is an independent charity 

(Charity No. England & Wales 1093910, 

Scotland (SC049433) that champions a  

public health approach to preventing  

gambling harms. GambleAware is a  

commissioner of integrated prevention,  

education and treatment services on a  

national scale, with over £40 million of grant 

funding under active management. 

 

For further information about the 

content of the report please contact 
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